This paper expands the application of reproducing kernel method to a class of third-order boundary value problems with mixed nonlinear boundary conditions. The analytical solution is represented in the form of series in the reproducing kernel space. The n-term approximation is obtained and is proved to converge to the analytical solution. The numerical examples are given to demonstrate the computation efficiency of the presented method. Results obtained by the method indicate that the method is simple and effective.
Introduction
Third-order differential equations arise in a variety of different areas of applied mathematics and physics, for example, in the deflection of a curved beam having a constant or varying cross section, a three layer beam, electromagnetic waves, or gravity driven flows. Third-order boundary value problems were discussed in many papers in recent years, for instance, see 1-6 and references therein. In 1-3 , the authors used the spline functions to solve boundary value problems. In 4 , the authors developed a second-order method for solving third-order three-point boundary value problems based on Padé approximant in a recurrence relation. In 5 , the authors introduced Adomian decomposition method for multipoint boundary value problems BVPs . In this paper, we use reproducing kernel to solve singular third-order boundary value problems with mixed boundary conditions. Recently, the reproducing kernel methods 7-10 emerge one after another. Using the reproducing kernel methods, the authors discussed two-point boundary value problems and periodic boundary value problems. For third-order boundary value problems with mixed nonlinear boundary conditions, however, this method has not yet been applied. In previous work, the reproducing kernel method cannot be used directly to solve third-order boundary value problems with nonlinear boundary conditions. Our work is to present a numerical algorithm for solving a class of singular third-order boundary value problems. By using this method, the analytical solution and approximate solution are given and uniformly converge to the exact solution and its corresponding derivatives. The algorithms are efficiently applied to solve some model problems.
Let us consider the following singular problems of third-order ordinary differential equations: 
where 
5040
, y < x, 
is an analytical solution of the problem 1.2 .
Proof.
2.3
We denote the approximate solution of u n x by
where u x , u n x are given by 2.2 and 2.4 , then the sequence of number ε n x is monotone decreasing and ε n x → 0.
clearly ε n−1 ≥ ε n and consequently {ε n } is monotone decreasing in the sense of · W 4 2 . By Theorem 2.1, we know
, then we have
Hence, ε n → 0. Proof. For any Proof. We may set projective operator P n : W
Proof. For every given x ∈ 0, 1 , there is always x i ∈ {x k } ∞ k 1 satisfying x i < x and x − x i 1/n. By Theorem 2.5 and
Lu n x i , so we obtain
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For application reproducing kernel property, we have
We also have
2.11
Moreover,
2.12
It is noted that we take norm of K x ξ − K x i ξ for variable ξ. The function k x ξ is derived on x in the interval of 0, 1 , so we have
2.13

Numerical Experiment
For showing the effectiveness of our method, we consider the following problems. 
3.2
The numerical results are presented in Tables 1, 2 , and 3.
Example 3.2 see 11, 14 . Considering the following third-order obstacle problems:
where u 0 u 0 u 1 0, the exact solution is 
3.5
The numerical results are presented in Table 4 .
Example 3.3. Considering the following boundary value problems with nonclassical condition:
3.6
We determine f x to get the true solution, given by u T x xe x . The numerical results are presented in Table 5 . Absolute error 
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x u T x u 100 x |u T x − u 100 x | |u T x − u 100 x | |u T x − u 100 x | |u T x − u 100 x | 0 0 0 0 2 .11892 × 10
3.7
We determine f x to get the true solution, given by u T x r k 2x − 1 − 2 sinh kx 2 cosh kx tanh k/2 /2k 3 . The numerical results are presented in Table 6 . 
3.8
We determine f x to get the true solution, given by u T x 1/2 x 3 . The numerical results are presented in Table 7 .
Conclusions and Remarks
In this work, we present an algorithm for solving third-order mixed boundary value problems BVPs based on the reproducing kernel method. The method can be generalized to get reproducing kernel of problem with linear conditions. All computations are performed by the Mathematica 7.0 software package.
